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In addition to the staff, Lu Yuan also saw the elite armor and long sword.

The price is extremely high without exception.

He saw many genetic warriors standing under these elite armed forces,
looking up at these armed forces, with disappointing tears in the corners of

their mouths.

For the average genetic warrior, 10,000 spirit crystals is quite a large number.

Burning ordinary quality genetic warriors in one day, desperately fighting to

kill more than 30 fierce beasts.

The fallen spirit crystals plus the materials add up to one or two hundred a
day's income. If those fierce beasts are weak chickens like graystone beetles,
there is not even a hundred spirit crystals.

In addition to self-cultivation every day, I have to save money and buy a

healing potion. Other potions like power should be treated as luxury items.

In addition, when fighting, genetic weapons will always be damaged, and
repairing genetic weapons is another lot of spirit crystals.

The premise is that you can survive every time. For ordinary genetic warriors,
death is a common occurrence.

It may take a long time for the spiritual crystals to be harvested at one time.

That's it, where is the money that can afford elite genetic weapons?

One dream can make you happy for several days.
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Even the vast majority of warriors who have recorded elite-level genes are
desperate to hunt down hundreds of beasts in one day.

One day's harvest may only be a few hundred spiritual crystals, and it is still

not a small possibility of death.

After all, not everyone is Lu Yuan, with strong defense and unlimited spiritual

power. As long as the luck is not so bad, it is almost impossible to die when

encountering a beast that cannot be dealt with.

As long as the elite warriors run out of spiritual power, their combat power

will also drop drastically.

If the defense is not enough, you will die if you are attacked by a sneak attack.

Perhaps for most elite fighters, potions are no longer a luxury, and even a

small amount of money can be saved.

But elite armed forces are still their dream.

There are only a few very powerful elite fighters, who can obtain so many

spirit crystals, and purchase the elite-level genetic weapons.

Lu Yuan realized that he was really lucky to be able to encounter a treasure
chest when he first arrived in the Grey Stone Forest and obtain an elite-level
epee.

Hmm...Would you like to buy an elite-class armor no more?

He looked at the 11,800 war armor, and fell into deep thought.

There are still about 10,000 spirit crystals in his deposit, which is probably

more than a thousand short, and he can get it in less than half a day.

Oh, he remembered that there was still a bunch of materials in his war pattern

space that he hadn't sold.

Seems like you can get it now?



Lu Yuan thought for a while, and finally shook his head.

He has now blessed the boss-level moonstone and the elite-level epee, and his

body can no longer withstand the elite-level armor.

Normal level is also good.

Wait until the tempering degree is higher before changing it.

After strolling around and buying nothing, Lu Yuan left the gene weapon shop.

He wandered around Sand Rock City.

Before long, Lu Yuan bought a map of Shayan City and a brief introduction at

a grocery store.

The entire Sandstone City is divided into four districts in the southeast,
northwest and the central square.

The central square is the square where Lu Yuan first came in. The first time

newcomers came to Shayan City, they all appeared in that square.

The four directions of the central square are divided into four districts.

Each of these districts has many residential areas, as well as most regular

shops.

In addition, there are some special buildings.

For example, the duel arena favored by the strong, the entertainment city

where most genetic warriors go, and the auction house used to auction

precious items.

The area where Luyuan is located is Nancheng District, and the auction house

is in this city.

Lu Yuan followed the street signs and the map, and quickly found the location

of the auction house.



Although Auction House is located in Nancheng District, its location is close to
the central square.

can almost be regarded as the central area of   Sandstone City.

The entire auction house is like a huge stadium.

is black all over, with a radius of about two to three hundred meters and a

square shape.

Because there is no auction at the moment, the biggest front door of the
auction house is closed.

But there is a door open on one side.

According to the introduction on the map, this door is the door through which

the genetic warrior sends the treasures he has obtained.

Generally, things that can be sent for photographs are not of low value, and
the most common ones have to be elite-level genetic weapons.

Like if a genetic warrior has good luck and has acquired an extraordinary gene,
he will usually come here to send photos.

The auction house here will be held once a year in the time of Origin.

Lu Yuan didn't know when the last auction was.

At this moment, Lu Yuan saw a handsome-looking wizard gene warrior

coming out of the photo booth.

Lu Yuan walked over, smiled and said:

"Hello, my friend, can I ask you something?"

The elf man glanced at Lu Yuan, with an elegant smile on his face:

"Human? This is the first time I have seen you as a handsome human being.
Are you sure you are not a half-elf?"



Lu Yuan smiled awkwardly and politely: "I am a human being."

The elf man seemed to regret: "Well, what do you want to ask?"

"I want to ask, when was the last auction held?"

The elf man looked at Lu Yuan and said with a smile:

"Do you want to participate in the auction?"

"Yes."

"The last auction was only two months old, and the next time I will wait until

ten months later. But I want to remind you that these ten months are the time

of Origin, if it is real time, it will be about one month. Around, if you want to

participate in the auction, you have to calculate the time in advance,
otherwise it is easy to miss it."

Lu Yuan nodded suddenly when he heard the words, "Okay, I understand.
Thank you Elf friend for your reminder."

"a piece of cake."

The elf man smiled and then left.

Lu Yuan discovered that although the elves are a little arrogant, as long as you
speak well, they can actually speak well.

, of course, does not rule out the reason that Lu Yuan looks better.

As we all know, elves are all heavily color-controlled.

Because of this, the relationship between elves and kobolds is worse than that

between humans and kobolds.

There is still an auction house in the real world for nearly a month. Lu Yuan
feels that it is still early and not in a hurry.

He also has nothing to send for photographs.



Although his moonstone essence is up to the auction standard, he needs to use
it for cultivation, so naturally he won't sell it.

In addition to these, probably only the Black Steel Body Art, Moon Stone and

his epee can be sold.

It is a pity that these Lu Yuan need to be used by themselves.

He suddenly realized that he didn't seem to have any good things?

Probably there are more spirit crystals?

I hope to get some treasures in the future, which can be auctioned at the

auction house at that time.

I said that after a month or so, I should be able to break through to the first

order.

If you don’t get a new transcendent gene, you can see if the auction house will

sell it at that time.

After leaving the auction house and shopping for another meeting, Lu Yuan
also felt a little tired.

After all, I wandered around the inner circle of the sandstone underground

palace before, and the pressure was a little bit heavy.

was seriously injured several times during the trial. Although the injury is now
healed, he still feels a little tired.

Lu Yuan intends to find a house to rest.

Through the map, it was found that there are a lot of residential areas in

Shayan City on the land margin.

After all, there are four races of genetic warriors in Sandstone City, and the

number is more than ten million?



The entire range of Sandstone City is not too large, and there are naturally

many people who need housing to rest.

Soon, he found a c-level residential area.

After communicating with the structure at the entrance of the residential area,
he rented a single suite with high-tech bathing equipment, luxurious
decoration and soft beds.

The rent for a day is 45 Lingjing.

is a bit more expensive than the apartment Green rented before.

This is also understandable, the price of c-level residential area ranges from
25 to 45, but the area and decoration are different.

Lu Yuan now has a lot of spirit crystals, and dozens of spirit crystals are really

nothing to Lu Yuan.

can live more comfortably, and he will not be stingy.

After all, living outside is bad enough.

"C29122...this is it, right?"

On the corridor, Lu Yuan nodded looking at the number plate.

Then he swiped the dark door lock with the house number, and with a beep,
the door opened.

Lu Yuan couldn't help being a little surprised after entering.

Single suite, with living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and balcony.

has an area of   more than 100 square meters.

The sofa in the living room is a dark leather sofa, and the ceiling is a shining

crystal lamp. The various decorations look very luxurious.



Lu Yuan came to the bedroom, looked at the big white bed, and threw himself

onto the bed.

Lu Yuan slowly fell into the bed and sighed contentedly.

For people like Lu Yuan who have lived in a shared house in a slum for a long
time, I am a little touched.

"This bed is really big, soft and comfortable...45 Lingjing is really not

expensive."

After , Lu Yuan stayed here.

slept for one night, and the next day Lu Yuan went to the Gene Armament

shop and took back the Black Worm Claw Epee.

The repaired beetle claw epee is just like the new one. It is not seen that it has

been damaged at all.

Although he still has some pain.

After getting the epee, Lu Yuan still did not leave Sandstone City.

The gain this time is big enough, he doesn't need to continue hunting the

beasts in a short time.

After absorbing all the moonstone essence, he can hunt down the beasts and

obtain spirit crystals.

Now the hunters outside are staring at the genetic warriors who have been to
the ruins. Lu Yuan is also a bit famous now, I am afraid he has also been

targeted.

He didn't want to go to the sandstone underground palace and be besieged by

hunters.

There is no need to be strong at this time.

first steady one hand, wretched development wave, later invincible.



After taking the epee back, Lu Yuan would continue to absorb the moonstone

essence as long as his physical body recovered a little.

When I'm free, I will study Hei Gangjin's method of exerting his strength, and
go out for a stroll when I'm tired.

Lu Yuan did not go to the duel arena.

His current cultivation base has improved too much. If he tries his best, he
may not be able to hide that he has gained a lot of benefits in the ruins and is
easy to be discovered.

If you don't try your best, go to the duel arena to find someone to fight, the
effect of improving your combat power will be too low.

There is no need to waste time.

Originally, Lu Yuan wanted to go to the bar at night.

is not because he heard Zhuo Ming say that he should be popular in the bar.

He is a person who has escaped from low-level tastes.

He went to the bar with a critical eye, and wanted to see if it really said it to

them. There are many beautiful ladies.

In the evening, it was time for Lu Yuan to be in the place of origin.

He could only leave the place of origin unwillingly.
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